Asia-Pacific Smart Grids Market to 2020 - Government Initiatives and Longer-Term Strategic Focus of Utilities Will Determine Future Uptake

Description: This report gives an in-depth analysis of the Asia Pacific (APAC) smart grid market, covering three major technologies: smart meters, synchrophasors and Remote Terminal Units (RTUs). The report covers the cumulative installed units and revenue from 2010-2020 for the three technologies for Australia, China, India, New Zealand, the Republic of Korea, Indonesia and Malaysia.

The report also provides the competitive analysis of RTUs for Indonesia and Malaysia installed in 2010. The report provides the policies and regulations surrounding smart grid for China, India, Australia, Japan and New Zealand. It gives global smart grid market analysis, technology analysis, technology deployments by four major technologies and APAC major countries and drivers and restraints.

The report covers APAC market trends, market analysis by smart meters, synchrophasors and RTUs and provides market active and upcoming projects as well as recent deals. This report is built using data and information sourced through primary and secondary research and in-house analysis by industry experts.

Scope

The report provides detailed analysis and forecasts on the APAC smart grid market. Its scope includes:
- The APAC smart grid market analysis covering three major technologies: smart meters in China, Australia and the Republic of Korea; synchrophasors in China, India and New Zealand; and RTUs in Indonesia and Malaysia.
- Historical and forecast of number of units installed and revenue for smart meters, synchrophasors and RTUs from 2008-2020.
- Smart grid policies and incentives for China, Japan, Australia, New Zealand and India.
- Global smart grid market analysis, technology analysis, technology deployments and drivers and restraints.
- APAC smart grid market trends and market analysis.
- APAC smart grid market deals analysis such as mergers, acquisitions, partnerships, venture capitals, debt finances and equity offerings.
- APAC smart grid market major contracts and major projects.

Reasons to buy

This report is a useful tool for industry professional to help them to:
- Develop business strategies and future plans with the help of the country wise understanding of the Asia Pacific smart grid market.
- Make more informed business decisions from the insightful and in-depth analysis armed with hard-to-get value and volume data of the Asia Pacific Smart Grid Market and the factors shaping it.
- Assess the impact of new entrants and more cost-effective products in key markets
- Identify emerging markets and investment opportunities in both general and niche markets
- Enhance product development, marketing and sales strategies equipped with insights into critical success factors of leading manufacturers
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